
Iliad projects

1.  The Geography of the Trojan War:  This topic asks you to map the main 
events of the Trojan War—Where is Troy?  Where is the city relative to where the 
Greeks probably encamped?  What physical obstacles presented themselves?  

Project 1:  Troy and the Greek encampment

Project 2:  The Greek coalition—the geography of the Catalog of Ships


Fiat—catalog of ships


Sara—map of the Greek encampment


2.  Excavation of Troy:  This topic asks you to consider where and when Western 
archaeologists discovered and interpreted their findings about Troy.  You’ll find 
that there have been several teams, findings, and controversies.


Lucy


3.  The Homeric Question:  For this project, investigate this “Homer” to whom 
the poem is attributed.  We’ve said there’s controversy.  Delve into the different 
possibilities.  Which seem credible to you?  Anchor your ideas also in the dates 
of composition and then the emergence of different theories over time.


4.  The Oral Tradition:  How does The Iliad work as a story sung by a bard?  
What is the form;  how can the bard remember all the material?  Read, in 
credible popular sources, about the work of Milman Parry and others to 
understand the spoken roots of the poem.


Clare


5.  Homeric Simile:  How does The Iliad use similes to make word pictures and 
to add to the epic scope of the text?  Choose important examples (at least one 
easy one so we can understand and then some more complex examples) and 
explain what this poetic device adds to the text.


Nicole


6.  The Iliad in Art:  Find other works inspired by The Iliad.  While your 
bibliography may contain 20+ pieces, show us 3–4 famous works in your 
presentation.  Consider poetry, visual art, and so on.  Because The Iliad is so 
frequently the basis for others’ works, please choose pieces that are considered 



great.  (If you’d like me to help you look through your list well before you 
present, please feel free to ask.)  If multiple people would like to do this project, 
we can split the task by genre.


Margot—sculpture

SHannan—paintings

Emily—poetry


7.  The Iliad in Literature: 

Project 1:  Consider treatments in literature of Helen.  Highlight Yeats’ “No 
Second Troy,” HD’s “Helen” and other classic treatments you find (check with 
me to help choose).  Touch on HD’s Helen in Egypt as well.  Have an 
overarching theme or thesis that unifies your presentation.


Project 2:  Read and present WH Auden’s “The Shield of Achilles.”


8.  Mythology:  Do in-depth work on the mythological framework of the poem.  
Focus on three myths that have direct bearing on the poem and on how these 
myths enrich our understanding of the text.


Mary—Zeus, son of Cronus; Pallas Athena

Siena—Judgment of Paris, death of Iphigeneia


9.  More Iliad:  Choose Book 3, 23, or another book of the Iliad that we did not 
all read.  What do we need to know?  What are the best passages that sum up 
information (plot), characterization, and theme?


Mari—Book 23

Adrianna—?


10.  Propose your own topic.  Proposals must be received by Tuesday 6 
October.



